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MANIA
A professionally produced quiz is a great way to break the ice at any event. Quiz evenings work particularly well for after dinner or conference
entertainment. Our quiz evenings have entertained across the UK and Europe and include audio-visual production, lighting effects, impressive
visual quiz rounds and a professional compere.

Our quizzes are generally designed to work around your dinner. With a welcome introduction during your starter, and rounds between each course our professional quizzes
provide a full evening’s entertainment. The quiz will usually incorporate 6 ten minute rounds. Rounds include; general knowledge, sports, spot the difference, movie world,
true or false, name that tune, what happen next and fun conundrum rounds. If appropriate, we can incorporate a “Corporate” round into the quiz (£150.00 per round) – all
we would need from you is a list of 10 questions and answers relating to your Company. Assuming your guests are seated at tables of ten, we divide each table into two
teams of five. This way all guests are very much involved in their team. Under the standard format, teams are asked to simply ‘exchange’ papers to mark other team’s
answers, however we also offer a fabulous optional upgrade – teams use voting keypads to create a truly interactive and instant feedback quiz…

Bronze Quiz Package (For up to 60 or 12 teams): £POA(Paper based). Voting Keypad option addition £POA for up to 12 keypads
This package is designed for small, informal and ‘fun’ events where only a small PA and basic lighting is required: quiz design including company branding, microphone, 2 speaker pa,
background music, video projection with show laptop, 8ft x 6ft screen, projector / plasma, professional compere & 1 crew
Silver Quiz Package (For up to 150 people or 30 teams): £POA (Paper based). Voting Keypad option addition £POA for up to 30 keypads
This package is designed to create a stronger impact, incorporating full sound reinforcement and more advanced set lighting: quiz design including company branding, microphone, 4
speaker pa, background music, video projection with show laptop, 10ft x 7.5ft scree, projector, professional compere, 6m starcloth backdrop and enhanced lighting
Gold Quiz Package (For up to 250 people or 50 teams): £POA (Paper based). Voting Keypad option addition £POA for up to 50 keypads
This package is designed to create a highly impressive impact incorporating full sound reinforcement and stunning intelligent set lighting: quiz design including company branding,
microphone, 8 speaker pa, background music, video projection with show laptop, 10ft x 7.5ft or 12ft x 9ft screen, projector, professional compere, 12m starcloth backdrop,
advanced moving lighting and 3m x 2m stage
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We always strive to exceed customers’ expectations through our consistent attention to detail and unrivalled dedication to excellence.
We have over 15 years of experience in both private and corporate events.
We listen to your objectives and incorporate these whilst aspiring to the very highest of standards.
We have worked with many of Europe’s largest corporations including Ferrari, IBM, British Airways, Toshiba, Coca Cola and AXA Life.
Most importantly, our staff are selected not only for their ability but for their professionalism and friendly manner. Everyone will make an extra effort to ensure that your event is just perfect.
Firebird Events are covered by a minimum of £1 million Public Liability Insurance
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All prices are subject to VAT at the current rate.
All prices where an event set up fee is stated are subject to the relevant per head fee on top.
All prices are subject to availability.
Full payment will be due 30 days prior to event date (unless a credit account has been agreed in advance)
Some services / items may be subject to minimum order fee.
Costs may be subject to a credit card surcharge.
Prices may be subject to travel and accommodation charges.
Our operators may require hot food and soft drinks throughout the event.

